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Abstract

Speckle tracking methods overcome the major limitations of current Doppler methods for flow imaging and quantification:
angle dependence and aliasing. In this paper, we review the development of speckle tracking, with particular attention to the
advantages and limitations of two-dimensional algorithms that use a single transducer aperture. Ensemble tracking, a recent
speckle tracking method based upon parallel receive processing, is described. Experimental results with ensemble tracking indicate
the ability to measure laminar flow in a phantom at a beam–vessel angle of 60°, which had not been possible with previous 2D
speckle tracking methods. Finally, important areas for future research in speckle tracking are briefly summarized. © 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction size of the kernel defines the spatial velocity resolution,
while the size of the search region relative to the kernel

Doppler ultrasound has become widespread for defines the velocity range. The best match between the
imaging flow and quantifying blood and tissue velocities. kernel and the search is determined using a pattern
However, its uses are limited because it only quantifies matching search among possible matching locations.
the axial component of motion, i.e. that along the The location of the best match defines the vector of
direction of the transmitted acoustic wave. In addition, motion for that particular kernel. Given the time
aliasing limits the maximum velocity range and can lead between acquisition of the kernel and search regions,
to incorrect velocity assessment [1]. the 2D velocity vector is calculated. When this is done

Speckle tracking methods overcome these limitations over many small kernels throughout a region of interest,
by directly tracking the backscattered echoes produced a vector velocity map is generated. Updating this pro-
by ultrasonic scatterers in blood and tissue. Such speckle cedure continuously through time allows examination
patterns, or ‘signatures’, remain relatively constant as of temporal velocity variations, similar to those provided
the blood or tissue moves, and can thereby be tracked by pulsed-wave (PW ) or color flow (CF ) Doppler, but
using pattern matching techniques. This pattern match- without angle dependence. A similar procedure is fol-
ing can be performed in one, two, or three dimensions, lowed for 3D speckle tracking, except that the kernel
depending on the dimensions of ultrasound data avail- and search regions are formed from volumetric data
able. Of course, one-dimensional methods do not over- acquired from a 2D transducer array [3].
come the angle dependence of Doppler, but they provide One of the early objections to speckle tracking meth-
some other advantages [2]. ods was their computational complexity. However, effi-

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the pattern matching cient algorithms and advances in processing power have
search used in 2D speckle tracking. A kernel region is made multidimensional speckle tracking methods within
identified in a first acquisition, and tracked within a the realm of real-time operation [4].
surrounding search region in a later acquisition. The In the next section, we outline the development of

speckle tracking methods, with a focus on 2D velocity
estimation and the contributions of our group at Duke* Corresponding author. Tel: +1-919-660-5155;
University. In addition, while methods employingfax: +1-919-684-4488.
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Fig. 1. 2D speckle tracking geometry. A motion field is examined in two separate acquisitions. In the first, a small kernel region is identified. This
kernel is tracked within a larger search region in a later acquisition. The best match to the kernel within the search defines the vector of motion
for that acquisition interval. Typically, the kernel and search regions are small relative to the size of the motion field in order to provide fine spatial
velocity resolution. Note also that the kernel and search regions are not necessarily square, but may take on any rectangular dimensions to provide
the desired spatial resolution and velocity range. Both the axial and lateral components of the motion vector are defined, in contrast to Doppler
methods, which define only the axial component.

this discussion to methods that use a single transducer of the kernel region, and (a, b) were the coordinates of
a trial matching region in X1. X9 0 and X9 1 are the spatialaperture, such as that in standard phased array probes.
mean pixel values of the corresponding image regions.
This qualitative study demonstrated that the general
direction of 2D motion could be discerned, and that2. A brief history of speckle tracking
small vectors could designate the magnitude and direc-
tion of the measured blood flow velocities.The possibility that speckle patterns from moving

Later experiments investigated performance varia-objects could be tracked to measure their 2D motion
tions with respect to the size of the kernel regionswas first reported by Robinson et al. [6 ], and later by
utilized. Results showed that performance improved asAkiyama et al. [7] and our group [8].
the kernel was made larger, since the kernel was therebyOur report of this phenomenon as applied to blood
more unique and less susceptible to noise [9,10]. Offlow measurement involved digitized images acquired
course, increasing the size of the kernel degrades spatialfrom the popliteal vein, using a 10 MHz transducer [8].
resolution, leading to one of the fundamental tradeoffsKernels with a physical size of 2 mm×1.5 mm were
in speckle tracking of bulk motion: as the kernel sizetracked using the normalized correlation algorithm
increases, accuracy and precision generally improve but

r(a, b)= spatial velocity resolution degrades. As we will see later,
however, the kernel size versus accuracy relation does
not necessarily hold when speckle tracking is used to∑
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, measure velocities in the presence of flow gradients.
Another fundamental parameter critically affecting

speckle tracking performance is the type of ultrasonic
echo data utilized: radio frequency (RF ) or detected.(1)
Initial experiments with a speckle-generating sponge

where X0 and X1 contained the kernel and search regions phantom indicated that RF data provided improved
performance [9]. However, later experiments with a flowrespectively, l×k were the ( lateral×axial ) dimensions
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phantom provided conflicting results, as described included between the acquisition of the kernel and
below. search region beams to scale the velocity range to the

Our desire to build a real-time 2D speckle tracking expected target velocities.
system led us to investigate pattern matching algorithms Velocity calculations in the real-time system were
that were more computationally efficient than normal- complicated because kernel and search regions were
ized correlation. One such algorithm, sum-absolute- acquired one line at a time, as in a typical B-mode scan.
difference (SAD) [11], was found to perform similarly This required the system to determine the time interval
to normalized correlation in a quantitative study utiliz- between acquisition of the last kernel beam and acquisi-
ing known translations of a speckle generating phantom, tion of the last beam of its best match in the search
as well as in qualitative comparisons of velocity maps region. In addition, higher velocities were detectable for
obtained from flowing blood and moving tissue [12]. targets moving in lateral opposition to the beam acquisi-
The SAD algorithm is far simpler to implement in tion direction; this resulted in an asymmetric range of
digital hardware than normalized correlation, requiring measurable velocities. Nevertheless, the real-time system
only a single absolute difference operation: was effective at quantifying and displaying 2D velocities,

particularly of bulk motion such as string and sponge
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(i+a, j+b)|. (2) phantoms, and of moving tissue.

In experiments with a laminar flow phantom, the
The quantity e is referred to as the SAD coefficient, real-time speckle tracking system yielded variable results

representing the ‘error’ in matching a kernel region in [13]. For pure lateral flow (i.e. a beam–vessel angle of
acquisition X0 with a trial matching region in a search 90°), velocity and volumetric flow measurements were
region in acquisition X1. l×k are the ( lateral×axial ) accurate and consistent over a wide range of flow rates
kernel region dimensions in pixels, and (a, b) are the when detected data was used. Conversely, large perfor-
( lateral, axial ) coordinates of the trial matching region mance variations were observed for small variations in
relative to the center of the search region. The (a, b) the transducer-to-flow angle when RF data was used.
producing the minimum e are used to compute the The inconsistency in performance with RF data was
velocity magnitude and angle, given the time between caused by an insufficient axial sampling rate relative to
acquisition of the kernel and search regions. the transmitted frequency, and the subsequent quantiza-

Given the positive results with the SAD algorithm, tion of the tracking grid. This phenomenon occurred
we constructed a system to compute 2D velocity maps even when the axial sampling rate was about twice the
continuously and in real time [4]. This system was based

Nyquist limit. Nevertheless, RF data can provide better
on up to 15 SAD tracking boards operating in parallel,

performance than detected data if the axial sampling
each of which processed digital samples through the

rate is sufficiently high. Conversely, using RF dataSAD algorithm at 25 MHz, the axial sampling rate.
increases the likelihood of false peak errors [9], whichExperiments with a string phantom and a
may arise because of the cyclic nature of the RF signal.1.0 mm×2.0 mm kernel demonstrated accurate quanti-

The main limitation of the real-time system was itsfication of velocities up to 2.5 m s−1 in any direction in
inability to quantify velocities accurately when the flowthe scan plane. A qualitative in vitro flow experiment,
had a significant axial component [13]. Velocity profilesusing a 0.8 mm×0.8 mm kernel, demonstrated the abil-
measured in a laminar flow phantom rapidly degradedity to display lateral flow with a 2D color map.
as the flow angle changed from 90° to 105° to 120°.To maximize temporal resolution and velocity range,
This anomaly was understood in terms of the vasta custom sequence of B-mode lines was utilized, rather
mismatch in spatial frequencies between the lateral andthan a pair of full B-mode scans. This custom sequence
axial dimensions in ultrasonic speckle. The axial spatialdivided the scan sector into a number of vector lines,
frequencies are centered at the relatively high transmiteach comprising one vector laterally and the entire
frequency, while the lateral spatial frequencies are cen-region of interest axially. Each vector line thus required
tered at DC. This fundamental difference in spatialthe acquisition of only l+m beam lines, where l was the
frequency content makes speckle patterns far morelateral pixel size of the kernel and m was the lateral size
susceptible to decorrelation as a result of relative scat-of the search region. For example, if the kernel size was
terer motion in the axial direction. This characteristic2×10 and the search region size was 8×30 pixels, then
has strong implications for speckle tracking in flowthe custom sequence would involve acquiring the two
measurement: flow velocities are increasingly morekernel beams, then the eight search beams. The kernel
difficult to measure as the beam–vessel angle approacheswas typically centered spatially with respect to the search
the transducer axis [14]. Such relative scatterer motionregion, but could be offset to one side to provide a
is more prevalent as the velocity gradient increases; forlarger velocity range in one lateral direction, similar to
example, the gradient is highest near the vessel walls inthe baseline shift sometimes employed in Doppler veloc-

ity measurements. Similarly, a variable delay was laminar flow. Even for plug flow, this phenomenon
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makes measurement of velocities prone to errors near when the minimum of the SAD grid was in one of the
outer columns, meaning that the actual translation mag-the vessel walls.

In addition, increasing the size of the kernel does not nitude was greater than 0.5 pixels. The grid slopes
interpolation algorithm [19] was developed to addressnecessarily improve accuracy in flow measurement, as

with bulk motion. By contrast, increasing kernel size this unique problem.
Grid slopes uses SAD coefficients from two gridmay degrade accuracy, especially in regions of large

flow gradients, since the range of velocities present in locations to interpolate translations to sub-pixel accu-
racy. Conceptually, Grid slopes relies on the followingthe kernel is greater, which increases the rate of speckle

pattern decorrelation [15]. assumptions, assuming for the sake of explanation a
purely lateral translation. (1) As a speckle patternThe realization that flow gradients were the major

source of speckle decorrelation led to the development translates between zero and one pixel, the two SAD
coefficients bounding the actual translation vary linearlyof algorithms that would minimize decorrelation by

tracking over smaller times and distances. The only way between a minimum of zero and a maximum of emax,
while the sum of the two SAD coefficients remainsto do so with line-by-line acquisition was to decrease

the lateral size of the kernel and search regions. Even constant at emax. For example, one SAD coefficient
increases from 0 to emax, the other decreases from emaxso, multiple acquisitions would be required, and the

problems of asymmetrical velocity range would still be to 0, and both are equal to emax/2 when the translation
is 0.5 pixels. (2) emax can be approximated by a SADpresent. Performance with line-by-line acquisition was

further degraded by speckle motion occurring as the coefficient on the zero-lag grid. This grid is computed
by tracking a kernel within a search region from themultiple beams for each vector line were acquired. Such

speckle motion effectively distorted the speckle patterns, same ultrasonic acquisition. The zero-lag SAD coeffi-
cient provides a measure of the energy in the localwith the degree and shape of the distortion dependent

upon the motion direction relative to the scanning region, which provides a scaling factor for the algorithm.
In experiments with a sponge phantom, ensembledirection.

We hypothesized that parallel receive processing [16 ] tracking with the grid slopes algorithm provided excel-
lent performance at transducer angles of 0, 45 and 90°would solve these problems by allowing multiple receive

beams to be acquired simultaneously. In this way, the and over three parallel receive beam spacings. Initial in
vivo results demonstrated promise for tracking lateralkernel and search regions could be acquired in two

‘snapshots’. So doing would minimize the time between flow in the carotid artery [17]. Both of these studies
utilized kernel regions as small as 0.1 mm×0.2 mm.acquisitions, as well as provide symmetrical lateral veloc-

ity ranges and avoid scanning distortion. More recently, ensemble tracking using only 2:1 parallel
receive processing was found to perform better thanFor the past few years we have been investigating a

form of speckle tracking called ensemble tracking [17]. that using 4:1 parallel receive, particularly at small target
translations [20]. The difference in performance wasEnsemble tracking involves multiple parallel acquisitions

along a line of sight. Between each acquisition pair, a attributed to the improved symmetry between beams in
2:1 parallel receive.kernel in the first snapshot is tracked within a search

region in the second. The resulting grid of SAD coeffi- Most importantly, recent results evaluating ensemble
tracking for laminar flow measurement indicate that itcients is added to those resulting from tracking between

all other acquisition pairs, and this summed grid is used provides far better performance than older speckle track-
ing methods in the presence of velocity gradients, partic-to determine the speckle pattern translation. Such coher-

ent averaging dramatically improves performance by ularly when the flow has an axial component [21]. For
example, Fig. 2 shows a velocity profile measured at anreducing the effects of random noise. Ensemble tracking

is similar in concept to a method proposed earlier by angle of 60° in a laminar flow model with a flow rate
of 8 ml s−1. The kernel size was 1×20 pixels, and theBonnefous for 3D velocity measurement [18].

Bonnefous’s method used 1D correlations between two search size was 2×40 pixels. Volumetric flow of
7.6±0.5 ml s−1 was computed from this velocity profilepairs of three beams arranged in orthogonal planes,

with one beam common to the center. by integration, assuming circular symmetry. Similar flow
estimates were computed at actual flow rates ofGiven that commercial ultrasound scanners currently

employ at most 4:1 parallel receive processing, lateral 1–8 ml s−1; linearity was excellent (R>0.999, m=0.95,
b=−0.03), with an average underestimation of 5%.interpolation was necessary to provide sufficient velocity

quantization. For example, using a two-line kernel
within a four-line search region provides possible lateral
translations of only −1, 0, or +1 pixel, which are 3. Future work in speckle tracking
sufficient to determine lateral direction but not lateral
magnitude. Commonly used interpolation algorithms Research in several areas is required before ensemble

tracking can become useful clinically. First, the gridwere investigated but found to perform poorly, especially
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Fig. 2. Ensemble tracking measurement of flow in a laminar phantom with a nominal diameter of 7 mm, at a flow rate of 8 ml s−1. The left panel
shows the measured velocity magnitude profile (solid) and magnitude standard deviation (dashed). The right panel shows the measured angle
profile (solid) and angle deviation (dashed). The kernel and search sizes were 1×20 and 2×40 pixels, respectively.

slopes interpolation method performs nearly ideally for 2D speckle tracking because the lateral spatial fre-
quencies from blood overlap with those from surround-when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high. However,

as the noise level increases, small translations are increas- ing tissues, especially at low blood velocities.
Most of our work with ensemble tracking has utilizedingly overestimated and large translations are increas-

ingly underestimated. This problem is most prevalent in relatively high-frequency transducers (e.g. 7.5 MHz).
However, lower frequencies will be required for cardiacflow imaging, where the SNR is lower because of the

relatively small amplitude of blood echoes relative to applications. The shift to lower frequencies will result
in wider lateral beamwidths, which will degrade lateralthose from vessel walls and surrounding tissues.

Contrast agents may provide one potential solution to performance. Achieving accurate 2D velocity measure-
ment will require that parallel beam symmetry, transmitthis problem. Alternatively, we are investigating algo-

rithm variations that will compensate for estimation energy, and the spacing between parallel beams be
optimized for a given transducer and imaging range.bias that occurs when the SNR is low, without requiring

contrast agents or a priori knowledge. Translating the sub-pixel translations estimated by
the grid slopes algorithm to physical distances requiresSimilarly, a comprehensive evaluation of wall filters

that will preserve blood echoes while sufficiently attenu- knowledge of the spacing between parallel receive beams
versus depth. Since this information cannot be gatheredating other signals is necessary. Such a study is critical
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in vivo, an a priori estimation must be made. Because tory. This work was supported by NIH grant
R01-HL-50104.parallel receive processing results in a nonlinear spacing

between beams versus depth [20], studies must determine
how the beamspacing varies in various tissues for a
given transducer and beamformer, and how these varia-
tions affect measurement accuracy.
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